
 

 
 
Artwork Requirements 

Please read the following carefully. These guidelines are to avoid any delays or additional costs. These guidelines apply to 
print ready artwork only, if you require ‘from scratch’ design, layout, logo creation, redraw, conceptualisation etc, please 
refer to “Design Brief Procedure” on page 2. Corrections made by Dpi Concepts to supplied artwork will be charged for at 
R395 excl. vat per hour. 

TEMPLATES 
All our design templates are available on our website: www.dpiconcepts.co.za. All templates are setup to full size and 
include bleed lines. Please make sure you remove the bleed lines before saving final print files. 

BLEED 
Bleed is required, as indicated on appropriate templates, when necessary. It is standard practise to keep all text at least 
10mm from the edge, allowing a safety area, even when bleed lines are not present. Please make sure you remove the 
bleed lines before saving final print files. 

WARNING ABOUT BORDERS 
Using borders on the edge of a design for fabric products is not recommended, with variations in shrinkage, stitching 
allowance etc, borders will never be uniform. Please try to avoid them wherever possible. 

RESOLUTION 
All final print ready artwork must be supplied at a MINIMUM of 75dpi at full size. Scaling files down requires higher 
resolution ie. Half size at 150dpi, Quarter size at 300dpi.  Please do not exceed 150dpi at full size. 

COLOUR                                                                                                                                                                      
If an exact colour match is required, please supply us with a PANTONE REFERENCE. Please note that a computer monitor is 
an unreliable source of reference if it is not accurately calibrated, the colour you see on your monitor will be very different 
to the colour we see on ours. If you are concerned about colours, please request a print proof to sign off. 

BLACKS 
To achieve rich, composite Blacks use the following CMYK breakdown: 50C 40M 30Y 100K. 

FONTS 
Please convert all fonts to curves (paths) to avoid missing fonts. 

ACCEPTED FILE FORMATS 
Dpi Concepts accepts high-resolution, print-ready artwork in the following recognized design formats: 

 PDF & EPS (all fonts embedded)  
 Adobe Photoshop 
 Adobe Illustrator CS5 or earlier versions 
 Corel Draw 16 or earlier versions 

If vector artwork or original files are not available, some high res TIFF and JPG files could be accepted. 

 



FILE FORMATS NOT ACCEPTED 
Powerpoint files (ppt/pptx), word documents (.doc), png, html, dat files, gif 

PROOFS 
Layout proofs and print proofs are available on request. 

SENDING ARTWORK                                                                                                                                              
Print Files smaller than 5MB can be emailed to us, we recommend using dropbox for larger files. Create a folder called Dpi 
Concepts +“your company name”, then send and invitation to share the folder to design@dpiconcepts.co.za. (In your 
dropbox folder, right click on the folder, then click “Dropbox”, then click “share this folder, and finally, enter the recipients 
email address and send the request). Please notify us once files have been uploaded. 
 

Design Brief Procedure 

If you do not have PRINT READY artwork and would like us to create your entire design from scratch we will need a 
detailed design brief from you. Please read the following carefully as the more information you provide, the quicker and 
easier it is for us to create exactly what you require. Please keep in mind that time is money with regards to design, we will 
give you an estimate on receipt of your brief, but the longer it takes to complete your design, the more expensive it 
becomes. Artwork is charged at R395 ex vat per hour. Estimates include 3 sets of changes, thereafter the hourly rate will 
be charged. 

LOGO’S AND IMAGES 
Logo’s must be supplied in VECTOR FORMAT, eg: Layered PDF, Corel Draw, Adobe Illustrator etc. Contact the company 
that designed your logo originally, they will be able to supply this. If you do not have contact with them and only have a 
LOW RESOLUTION J-PEG LOGO then we will have to RE-DRAW your logo in order to use it for large format production. The 
same applies for IMAGES, low res images cannot be enlarged without losing quality, we will not re-produce any files that 
are pixelated or blurred. Generally a good image will range from 2MB to10MB in size.  

LOGO PLACEMENT AND COLOURS 
Please indicate how you would like your logos placed (portrait, landscape, diagonal and a single logo vs multiple smaller 
logos) and please specify your preferred background colour/s. If you have specific colour requirements, please supply us 
with pantone references for colour matching. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
For any enquiries regarding artwork, please don’t hesitate to contact us on 011 312 9732. 
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